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Abstract 

During forward flight tl1e main rotor wake rolls up into two 
disc edge vortices, comparable to the tip vm1ices behind a 
wing. At low to intermediate flying speeds (> 35 knots), 
these vortices dominate the flow at the tail rotor and tail 
planes, therefore affecting their performance and in turn 
helicopter stability and control. To predict and simulate the 
influence of these vortices, an analytical model has been 
developed to dete1mine their location, strength and 
geometry. 

From previous research it can be concluded that the disc 
edge vo11ices form, when the cylindrical rotor wake 
degenerates into an approximately flat vortex sheet. The 
distribution of vorticity inside this sheet has been 
determined and it is concluded that it is equivalent to the 
wake behind a wing. The rotor is replaced by an equivalent 
wing and the circulation distribution along its span is 
calculated. Finally, the rolling up motion of the wake IS 

analyzed with a classical fixed wing theory. 

The verification ineluded in this paper shows a satisfactory 
agreement, but more experimental data is needed to verily 
the model for advance ratios below ~=0.15. For this reason 
a small scale helicopter wind tunnel model is being 
developed, however test results where not available in time 
for this publication. 
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Notations 

number of blades 
rotor tlm1st coeflicient, C.,.~T/nR2 p V,2 

helicopter drag [NI 
distance behind the rotor where a disc edge 
vortex is fully formed [ m/ 
non-dimensional distance behind the rotor 
where a disc edge vortex is fully fonncd, 
c=c/R 
rotor radius [rnj 
polar coordinates [m/,[rad/ 
non~dimcnsional radial distance; ;::::;;r/ R 
rotor thtust 
time 
tangential velocity inside disc edge vm1cx 
velocity or flying speed 
tip speed; V,=()R 
rotor or vortex induced velocity 

[N] 
[ s I 

[m/s] 
[m/s[ 
[m/sJ 
Jm/sj 

w helicopter weight [N] 

~·~·~ Cartesian coordinates [m] 
x,y,z non-dimensional Cartesian coordinates~ 

X"x/ R, Y'xl R, zqJ R 

" angle of attack [rad] 
r circulation [m2/s] 
y circulation per unit length or vm1icity [m/s] 
~ advance ratio; Jl;;: Vcosa/ V, 
Cll Cartesian coordinates [mj 
t'i non-dimensional Cartesian coordinates; 

~=(IR, ~=11/R 
z length of the vortex sheet tlwt has rolled up 

into a disc edge dming timet [m] 
z non-dimensional length of the vortex sheet 

that has rolled up into a disc edge vortex 
during time t 

K constant in circulation distribution [m't'ls] 
p air density [kg/m3

] 

X wake skew angle [radj 
1)1 blade azimuth angle [rad] 
Q rotor rotational velocity [rad/s] 

Subscripts 

adv advancing side 
c center of vortex or circular 
cg center of gravity 
d disc 
I longitudinal 
rctr retreating side 
s shed 

tip or tangential 

1 Introduction 

The vortex system sh~d from a helicopter rotor in forward 
flight rolls up rapidly dmvnstream of the aircraft to fOnn 
two, oppositely rotating vortices. These disc edge vortices 
arc strong and large, capable to engulf the tail rotor dming a 
direct interaction. Therefore strongly affecting helicopter 
directional control and handling qualities [I ,2,3]. As is 
illustrated by the sudden pedal motions needed to control 
the aim·a!\ at certain yaw angles to the Jell and right [4,5[. 

rn the present work a model is derived to detcnnine the 
strength, location and geomehy of the disc edge vortices. It 
will be used in the future to simulate their influence on 
helicopter directional control. A verification of the results 
obtained with the model is also included in this paper. 
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2 Derivation of the model 

2.1 Observed rotor wake - wing wake equivalence 

The basic mechanism of the rolling up process of the rotor 
wake is similar to that which causes the fotmation of the 
well-known tip voriices txailing behind a fixed wing. This 
process is more easily visualised in tcnns of the rolling up 
of an imaginary cylinder, outlined by the helical blade tip 
vortices moving downstream. This is illustrated by figure 1, 
used by Land!,~·ebc & Bellinger [61 to explain the 
distortions of blade tip vortices seen in the experiment of 
Lehman [71 

This similarity between a rotor and a fixed wing also 
appears in momentum tl10ory, !i·om which it is known that 
the rotor of the average helicopter starts to act as a circular 
wing, for !lying speeds somewhere between 25 and 35 
knots. Experiments show that disc edge vortex fonnation is 
indeed evident within this range [I ,2,5,7]. 

The model derived here will be based on the similarity 
indicated above. The undisturbed rotor wake will be 
redefined as an equivalent fixed wing wake, with the help of 
a flat wake theory developed by Ormiston [10]. It should be 
noted that Ormiston states that this theory should not be 
used for the calculation of induced velocities at the rotor 
disc, below an advance ratio of ~=0.15. Which is 
substantiated by [7,8,9], where it can be seen that the 
cylindrical character of the wake starts to prevail directly 
below the rotor. The same experiments show however that 
the wake behind the rotor still has a wing like character. 
This may be explained by the !act that the cylindrical wake 
not only skews back but also contracts. i\t some distance 
behind the rotor its wake will therefore still degenerate into 
an approximately flat vorte:-.: sheet. 

For the present purpose it is therefore assumed that the 
Hat wake concept remains approximately valid for advance 
ratios below the mentioned limit. t Iopcthlly covering the 
total range where the disc edge vortices arc of interest. 

I I 

Figure I: Rolling up of a rotor and fixed wing wake [6) 
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Figure 2: Elements of vorticity inside the flat wake [I OJ 
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Figure 3: Decomposition of the flat wake [!OJ 

2.2 Redefinition of the rotor wake as a wing wake 

Ormiston [I 01 derived his llat wake themy in order to 
simplifY the calculation of induced velocities at the rotor 
disc. It is hascd on the idea that the helical wake behind the 
rotor can be decomposed into a number of simple vortex 
pattems, sec figures 2 and 3. Note that when the circulation 
along a blade is finite at the blade root, the root vortices 
combine into a discrete vortex having its starting point in 
the rotor center. 

When in turn, these stiUctures are resolved into lateral 
(subscript y) m1d longitudinal (subscript x) vmiicity 
components, the following result is obtained. Provided that 
the distribution of circulation over the rotor disc is 
symmetric with respect to its lateral axis, summation of 
vorticity generated by the front and aft of the disc causes the 
lateral vorticity component y Y' to disappear. The flat vvake 
therefore only contains vorticity in the longitudinal direction 
Yx, which makes it totally equivalent to that trailing behind a 
wmg. 

Before the flat rotor wake can be redefined as a wing wake, 
the variation of the circulation, bound by a blade, has to be 
determined. 

Due to the rapid fom1ation of the blade tip vortices, it 
seems as if they trail thnn a blade with constant circulation 
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along its span. It is therefore assumed that the only variation 
that needs to be considered is the azimuthal change of the 
blade circulation r( 1jr ), which is expressed through a 
Fourier-series. Consequently, the blade wake will consist of 
a root vortex, tip vortex and a sheet of shed vorticity. 
Finally, since only rotor uim is considered here, i.e., the 
rotor should be in moment equilibrium and develop enough 
thrust T to balance helicopter weight and drag, the series is 
truncated at the tirst order sin term, see Meijer Drees[ II J: 

(I) 

the two constants r 0 and r 1 can be found by evaluating the 
trim conditions mentioned above. For the used signs and 
notations, see figure 4. Meijer Drees de1ived the following 
result for a centrally hinged rotor with no hinge offset or 
root cut out; 

r 2T 
0 • 

bpRV {I 3 2) -~~ 
2 

(2) 

and 

(3) 

where b denotes the number ofblades, p the air density, R 
the rotor radius and finally V, the tip speed of a rotor blade. 
Since the disc angle of attack is small in low speed fmward 
!light, "" « I rad, the advance ratio 11 in equation (2) and (3) 
can be approximated by; 

v 
(4) 

The distribution of circulation over the rotor disc, given hy 
equation ( 1 ), is symmetric with respect to its lateral axis of 
symmetry, which means that the redefined wake consists of 
longitudinal vorticity components y x and an additional 
discrete root vortex. Ormiston gives the following result; 

(5) 

where the three vorticity components on the right-hand side 
can be lound in table 2 of reterenee [I OJ, see tigure 3 for 
their dctinition: 

(6) 

blade, when the constants in equation (I) are detined by 
equations (2) and (3). To take the contribution of all rotor 
blades into account, equation (2) should therefore be 
multiplied by b. For the actuator disc r 0 is thus given bY", 

ro. 2T , 

pRV ~I - }11
2

) 
(7) 

while r, is still given by equation (3). 
In the next paragraph the rotor wake will be looked 

upon as generated by an equivalent circular wing. Equations 
(5) and (6) can then be used to calculate the distribution of 
circulation along its span. 

y = y I R 

X= xI R 

Figure 4: Signs and notations, part I 

2.2 Circulation along an equivalent circular wing 

The determination of the distribution of circulation along 
the span of the equivalent circular wing is a straight forward 
matter. 1t follows alter integration of all the vmiicity 
components, dctcnnincd in the previous paragraph; 

Pcrfonning the indicated integrations, gives 
contribution of trailing vorticity components; 

(8) 

t(,r the 

(9) 

in which ); denotes the non-dimensional lateral coordinate and 
of a point inside the wake, detined as y=y/R Note that, 
equation (7) gives the distribution or vorticity due to one 
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(HI) 

while for the contribution of the shed components is found; 

r, . -1 r,( y' r 1' u]. -'-arcsin y- -'-yfCYI). (II) 
' n~ , IYI 2 2 

Finally, the distribution of circulation along the wing span is 
given by; 

and is shown in figure 5. 

Relreating 
side 

. --~; \ 

Retreating Advancing 
side side 

(12) 

Figure 5: Circulation along an equi\'·alent circular n·ing 

From this figure it can be seen that the circulation docs 
not equal zero at the wing tips, suggesting the presence of 
two discrete vortices. This is a direct consequence of the 
time averaged modeling of the wake, \Vhich can be 
concctcd for by introducing a Jill deficiency function. 
I Iowcvcr, such a function is not known, so the contribution 
of the longitudinal circulation components rl and in addition 
the root vortex arc neglected instead. /\!though primarily to 
obtain a cotTcct circulation distribution, again sec figure 5, 
this has an other reason as well. Since the cmTcctcd wake is 
similar to that used by Meijer Drees [II I, his well-known 
inOmv model can be used to find the dowm.vard 
displacement or both disc edge vortices. /\cccptancc of this 
simplification leads to the follovving circulation distribution: 

(13) 

[ t should be noted that quite recently a ti·cc wake model has 
been developed by Bohler & Newman ! 12 !, based on 
sirnilar assumptions as where made in the present \Vork. 

Blade circulation was taken constant along the span and 
varying with the azimuth according to cq. (I). The wake 
was initially assumed to be llat and appro.\imatcd by vortex 
rings, the latter where Ji·ce to distort and thus not confined to 

their initial circular shape. The only differences, the present 
model is a time averaged one and finally Buhler & 
Newman neglect the shed components of vorticity. 

The computed roll up motion of this wake seems to 
capture the trends described by Ghce & Elliot (9], which 
might be seen as a further substantiation of the simplifying 
assumptions made till now. 

2.1 Disc edge vottcx fotmation 

Now the rotor wake has been redefined as a wing wake, it is 
allowed to roll up into the two disc edge vortices. The 
strength, location and geometry of which will be determined 
with a classical fixed wing thcmy developed by Kaden [13). 
For more infbrmation about this elaborate theory, the reader 
is rcfCned to the original paper. 

Kaden investigated the rolling up of a vortex sheet of 
semi-infinite width. His results are therefore only applicable 
to a vortex sheet of finite width for the initial stages of the 
rolling up process. In addition, it should be noted that the 
semi-infinite sheet has no downward motion. Spreitner & 
Sacks [ 14], however showed that Kaden's solution is useful 
in the fonnulation of some 1Urthcr approximations to the 
paths of the vortex cores and the distance needed for them 
to become essentially rolled up. Finally, to incorporate 
Kaden's results in the present model, the coordinate ( is 
introduced. This coordinate runs opposit along the x-axis 
and equals zero at the edge of the sheet, sec figure 6. 

( 
·········r············· 

.. ·•··· ~'''" 

----->-"-----.--.- J!.e._P.§IJ.I!..P.!~Q!!_f!._~~-~~2 
(Xc, Yc' Zc) ·----.. ______ _ 

I•'igure (): Signs and notations, part 2 

Kaden derived his model based on the tOllowing circulation 
distribution~ 

(14) 

\\'here the non-dimensional coordinate ( is defined as 
( ~(!R. This distribution can he 1dated to the one that is 
currently under investigation, ncar the edges of the wake, by 
finding the Htctor K fix both the advancing (subscript adv) 
atKl retreating side (subscript rctr). 
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The caleulation will be illustrated t(n· the advancing 
side. Substitution ofy=l-' in equation (13) gives; 

f' _ - 1 f' r ru2~t> _ !~~ 1- ~)In[ I • .;r..;i-_r]) . 
·~ ' 

2 

1,1 
For very small ~ this can be approximated by; 

If,;" ' {"; 
r - 2v2(1- ~~lv c (15) 

finally, equating this result to equation (14) and solving fix 
K gives; 

.!. '2-~-r (1- "-~J. ,v~ rno 2 
n ~vR 

(Hi) 

Similarly, substitution ofY=( -1 gives f(x the retreating side: 

< ·- - .!.,fi-1-ro(l ' !~ ). 
''"2 rn 2 

"~vR 
(17) 

This diffcrcm.:c between the advancing and retreating 
side will cause an asymmetry in evcty aspect of the rolled 
up \vake. These asymmetries grow with increasing advance 
ratio. 

Figure 7: Signs and notations, part 3 

Kaden dcduccd that the lateral coordinates or the centers ol' 
the developing vortices, sec figure 7, arc given hy: 

(,- 0.57Z, 
( 18) 

~' • 0.88Z, 

where z denotes the length of the part or tlw shed that has 
ro1\cd up into the \'orticcs till timet, measured Jhnn th~ start 
or the rolling up pwcess~ 

(19) 

In steady fon\'ard !light the vortices nrc transported a\\'ny 
lhm1 the rotor with the Jl·ecstrcam \"clocit:'. time can 
thcrd(xe he rein ted to the non-dimensional dis!nnec behind 
the rotor ·'<o·, \/R ns·. 

X o ,. 
Vt 

R 
or (20) 

01 ~5 

Substitution of this and the conect value of' K into equation 
( 19) gl\'cs, for the advancing and retreating side 
l'CSJ)CCtively; 

z..., 
( 

- ) 2 _.!. 9 X 3 
R 3 --1"-adv~ ' 

21t- v 

.. .!. 9 X 3 

( - ) ' 
R' --2Kretrv' . 

21t 

2.4 Disc edge vortc:..; lateral location 

(21) 

In the tip path plane hound coordinate s::stcm ust::d here, the 
lateral location or each disc edge vorle\ is determined by. 
sec equation (I~-;) and !igurc 6; 

" J .. 0.57Z .. dv 
J 0 adv " 

(22) 

This equation shows tlwt the lateral coordinate Yc of both 
vortices docs not approach an asymptote. Consequently. 
Sprcitncr and Sacks proposed to usc Kaden's solution till 
tlw asymptotes arc r~achcd, with which the disc edge 
vortices arc assumed to coincid~ from then on. 

The location or the USJ111ptolcs {{)1\0\\'S from the 
condition that the impulsc of the vortex system is preserved 
during the rolling up process. This then leads to the 
conclusion that a l'u!ly flmned vortex must coincide with the 
center of gravity oJ' the part of the sheet fh)ll1 \Vhich it 
originates. Note thnt this rule is \Veil known for its 
prediction or the distance between the two tip vortices 
behind an elliptical wing, which is found to be 1~14 times the 
wmg span. 

The location of the asymptotes can he calculated, when it is 
knm\·n which part of" the Yortc\ sheet rolls up into the 
H(h-ancing and retreating vortex rcspcctivcl:'. 

The elementary \'ortices inside the sheet change their 
direction at the point \\·here the circulation distribution 
reacht:s its ma:-:imum. To the left of this point the sheet will 
roll up into the rctrcnting and the part to the right into the 
ad\"<li1Cing disc edge H>r!ex. The location or this ma:-:imum 
cnn he round by dilkrentiating equation (! 3) \\'ith respect 
to y and setting the result <...~qual to Zl~J"O. [ {m\·evcr, this 
cqualit_\' can only be soived in an itcratin::- \\'11)'. the results of 
this calculation arc gi\\;n in table I. 

The location of the centers or gravity on both the 
ad\·ancing <md rdrL":aling side can now he determined with~ 

T f-ydy 
l ~-"! ..... . 
R . ar 

1 ···dy 
<fy 

iJ!'- -

J-::-ydy 

...... at .. - ... 
()!' ·-

J;;~dy 

Th\.' intq2.ration limit." arc~ llH· the part ~~rthc sheet tlwt ro!b 
up in!() the retreating si(k: disc edge \"O!"IC"\ -] ~ ~(f'"'' f',,":J 



and for the advancing disc edge vortex 
Again, the results arc given in table I. 

T II I C f f aJe : ,enters o t grav1ty, pomt o I . max. c1rcu atmn 

~t J(r~ r ) Xc · )(,,. """ 

0.09 -0.182 -0.821 0.687 
0.10 -0. 19:l -0.823 0.675 
0 11 -0.20:l -0.825 0.66:l 
() 12 -0.212 -0,827 0.651 
0. l:l -0.221 -0,829 0.6:l9 
014 -0.210 -0.8:l1 0.627 
(), 15 -0.2:l8 -0.8:l:l 0.615 
0.16 -0.245 -0.8:l5 0.603 
0. 17 -0.252 -0.837 0.592 
0.18 -0.259 -0.838 0.580 
0.19 .()2(,5 -0.840 0.569 
0.20 -0.271 -0.841 () 557 
0.21 -0.277 -0.842 ()54(> 
0.22 -0,28:l -0.844 0.535 
(12} -0.2X8 -0.845 () 52:l 
0.24 -0.293 -0.846 0.512 

For the advancing side, the point where KaLlen's solution 
intersects the asymptote is determined by the condition that; 

,. 1 
J CSadv~ 

denoting. the intersection hy \o(!V and substitution or equation 
(21) gives~ 

(23) 

Similar reasoning gives lix the retreating side~ 

(2~) 

From thc~se points onwards the location c!' the disc edge 
vortices ts thus given b_~r.-: 

Y cntlv ' Y cgatlv 
for X , 

s """ 
(25) 

y 
CRlT 

y 
egret,. 

for X > S re!r 

2.5 Disc ~dgc vortc:-.: a;..:iallocation 

1\.s stated bd~)rc, the semi-infinite sheet used b\ Kaden docs 
not have a do\\'tl\V<.ml motion. I Iis thenr\ therdixe only 
describes the upward motion ol' the vork.\, with respect to 
the llnt \"urtc\ sheet. s~..:c !ig.urc: 7 and equation ( l ~): 

Z 0.88Z
0
,,, 

catlv .. u, 

(26) 

z cretr 

!"his c:nn be: cornxtc:d by using yet an other rclkc:tion or 
Sprc:itncr and Sm:ks. They stated that the do\\·Jl\\Hnlmotion 

of the tip vortices behind an elliptical wing can he 
determined within natTOW limits, when the following is 
assumed. Close to the wing the vortices move dovmward 
with a constant velocity, equal to that induced at the center 
of gravity of each sheet half and at some distance behind it, 
with the velocity that the fully fonncd vortices impart on 
each other. 

In accordance with the wing analogy, the flat wake is 
assumed to leave the rotor at its trailing edge. The velocity 
with which it moves downward can be dctennined \Vith the 
inllow model. developed hy Meijer Drees [ IIJ. The 
induced velocity distribution over the rotor disc is 
considered first~ 

It can be seen fhnn this equation that the average induced 
velocity is not equal to that induced by a circular wing. 
i\ccording to llcyson r lSI this should be corrected by 
disregnrding the tc:nn ( l-3/2p2

} Furthennore, for the tlat 
vvake the ske\\" angle equals x=I/2n:, \:Vhilc at the trailing 
edge t~r!R~ 1. y~sintjl, and eos1jl~v'( 1-y). Substitution of 
this gives: 

v , _(;:rv [1, ~(1- 18~'lfi- Y'- 2~y]. 
l 2~-t I .1 

(27) 

Finally, since the tip path plane is taken as a rekrcnce, the 
small perpendicular component of the flying sp~:":ccl has to he 
considered. 1\dding this to equation (27) gives the 
do\\ nwmd velocity at the trailing edge vd; 

c,. l ' --V 1· -(1-
2~-t I 3 

(28) 

The dowmvard velocity of both the advancing and retreating 
side \"ork:-.: liJI\mrs from this equation, after substitution of 
the correct value lix Y.-;,. lhnn table l. 

Now the: dmvnward velocity of the fully fonncd disc 
edge vortices will be determined. r ~ach \·ortex may he 
rq.wnh.::d as fully rol!cd up, when it enc!ost~s the fi.tll width 
or the sheet out or which it li.mns. J<"<)r the advancing side, 
this translates int(r_ 

z !ldv'' 1 .. y(l' rl\l\1.'( ), (29) 

denoting. the distance behind the rotor. where the vortex is 
!"u!!y l(mned, h_v \''" e,"t'" and introducing t;,tr"" cad/ R then 
substitution or equation (2\) mto equation (29) gives, alkr 
stnnc rean·angt11g: 

I 

3.n2R 2(1 
9 

y(J'e (30) 

!:olio\\ ing the: snmc approach gives l~n· the retreating side: 

e -· 
retr (31) 

1-"t·om t~1h!c I and equations (lO) and 1..1\ J it cnn be seen thnt 
the di:->t<.m:..:c nclxlcd \(x the retn.:nting :-;ide \"01"\e\.; tu rol! up 
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is smalh::r than that for the advancing side vorte\. The 
approach, proposed by Sprcitncr and Sacks is therefore 
slightly adapted. Once the retreating side disc edge vortex is 
fully rolk:d up, it is assumed to move downwards with the 
velocity it would have at some great distance behind the 
rotor, vvherc both vortices arc fully fotmcd. This downward 
velocity (subscript ,X)) can he 10und with the Biot-Savart 
Lnw; 

rmax 
"'---- (32) 

where riH<IX can be dctcnnined with equation (13) and table 
I. 

The axial location or both disc edge vortices is 110\V 

appro\imatcly knmvn. Ncar the rotor; 

-- v d .. 
z " 0.88Z""'. ~X for X $ e,ldv 

'•"' v 
(33) 

v 
z 0.88 z ,.- t\..:trx for X $ e rctr 

'•"' v 

and when the disc edge vortices arc fully rolled up: 

(3~) 

2.() Disc edge \'ortex strength 

The strength or the disc edge vortices is rdkctcd in the 
circulation distribution, and thcn:Hm.:: ll)llm\'s !hml equation 
(I l ). Substitution of Y""' 1-Z"d" !(x the nd\'tlllcing and y=Z,ch-
1 J/x th~.:: retreating side \·ortc.\ gives; 

Z .. w~' ( ':~:-~~:.J) ]. 
(35) 

r ( ;· -.. cc------i 3 -
·-.-" t. lz - t)- ·-~(z -

1 rcll' 2 rcll' 
rr~ 

;\Her the rolling up process is completed, the strength o!' 
hPth \"OrtiCCS equa\s f'.,,x· Whic!J C<lll b<..: ohtamed h~ 
su[Jstitution o!'thc correct value !()r y(J"'·:::"(""'""') int(J equation 
(! ~ ). sec tnhlc ! . 

l he spmd that represents the shape ol' a cross-section of<! 
disc cd1!c HH"!c.\ is given by Kaden as. sec also !igure 7: 

(36) 

\\here rand <.p Hrl~ polar coordinates in a C{lordinak' s_\.'iklll 

\nth an origin that coim::ides \Vith the center of n disc edge 
vortex, sec figure 9. The limits for <p arc 1/2,: <p S'"' where 
the point <p= I /2 n corresponds to r= R0 , which is assumed 
to be the vortex outer radius. Note that, for the case of fully 
f(mncd tip vortices behind an elliptical \ving, the 
dimensions predicted by equation (36), arc approximately 
the same as predieted by Prandtl, see Durand [ 16J. The 
largest component in the current circulation distribution is 
also elliptic, sec equation ( 13), therd()JT one may expect 
that equation (36) gives reasonable results. This is further 
substantiated by the !~let that in Kaden's theory geometry 
and lo~ation of the vortices arc closely connected. Since it 
predicts the location of the tip vortices behind a wing \vel! 
the .-mmc must be true for their geometry. 

It must be noted that equation (lG) is ddlncd in a coordinate 
system that on!~/ matches the advancing side. To he able to 
draw the cross-sections of both disc edge \"orticcs in the 
coordinate system used here, the following is Yvritten: 

(37) 

r retrcos 1.p. 

where r.::::; r/ R. Note that equation (37) is given in a general 
form, to apply it to the advancing side and retreating side 
disc edge vortex. the correct value for K should be 
substituted. 

i'"inal\y, the distribution or velocities inside both vortices is 
considered. which is convenient f'or the calculation of tail 
rotor thrust nnd tail plane Jill during an interaction. This 
distribution is gi\"cn hy: 

~
-

i K 

2 1t {r 
(38) 

Kaden derived this li.mnula. based on ilis observation that 
the inner most \\'indings or the spiral arc appro~imntcl_\" 

circulnr in shape. [kcnusc or this, he concludes that the 
radia\ ClllllpO!lClll or the internal Velocity disappears and that 
only the tnngcntial component remains (subscript t)_ In 
other \\llrds the \"c\ucitiL~~ me directed perpendicular to r, 

gin-:n h~ equation (V)) 

Thoue~h stricti_\ \'alid Ill!· its inner region, it is assumed 
that this eqll<ltion is nppro.\mHI!dy Yal!d li.x the whole 
spirnl. The reason. thi---. \\-:lllcit_\ distrihutio11 belongs to n 
Yortc\ cross-sl:ction <ls dc:scribcd h_\· equation (3() L Jl1r 
\\ hich it \\!lS <dread.'· debated that it must be a rc~1sonnb!c 
apJml\imatinll 

Sources that pnn tdc d;Jla ll1r a \'erilkation nn; J \c.'·:;on IX! 
<llld ( Jhce & Uliol I (Jj_ llo\\ l:\ CL r k\".'-'Oll gin:s q)r\H:!t_\ 
plots <ll \llll~ three :;(<111011~; behind till: rotllL Jlt.l! cnnugh l(lr a 
salJsl'tte\(1!"_\' Ct.llllfl<-ll"i:;lln 1111:-.:,: n::-;ull:; \\ill thcn.::!llrc not be 
Used. ]·'or H !ttr!flcr \'L'riJ)cali(lll the f-"<JCUlt_Y or /\eru:-;p<lC\; 

J:ngillCLTill~. oJ"!hl.·]),,jl) 1. 111!\t:l"c-iit\ uJ" \'echno\tli;\ (\){.I f). 
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is developing n small scale helicopter modeL The runding 
for which is provided by both the DUT and the Dutch 
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR). Test results are 
expected soon and the following compmison with Ghcc & 
Elliot is thercf(Jre of a preliminary nnture. 

3. I Description of the experiment Ghee & Elliot 191 

The experimental investigation, used here for the 
verification, was conducted by Ghcc and Elliot in the 14 by 
22-f<.)ot Subsonic Tunnel at. NASi\ Langley Research 
Center. Which \Vas used in the open section configuration. 
They quantified the wake behind a scale model rotor l~n· two 
advance ratios, w:;O.l5 and ~=0.23, and one thrust lcvd 
C,.=O. 0064. 

For the experiments a 2m diameter, !(mr bladed, articulated 
rotor system was used with a generic fuselage. The rotor 
huh incmvorated coincident 11ap and lead-lag hinges that 
employed viscous lag dampers. Details of this rotor arc 
given in table 2. 

Table 2: Details of the rotor 91 

I lub t.YP~ Articulated 
Number o!'blmles 4 
Airf(,il section NACA 0012 
Hinge ollscl, r/ R 0.06 
Root cutout, r/ R 0.24 
I ,incar twist, dcg -H 
Radius 0.861 
J\irl()il chord 0.06() 

Ill 

m 

R<.)tor soliditY, o= bc/nR 0.0077 
~~~~~~~~~~-------------

A continuous (not strobed) laser light sheet system in 
r.:'m.!unction with smoke (pmpylcnc glycol), injected inside 
the settling chamber, was used to Yisualise th-.: 11ow in 
planes parallel and perpendicular to the fh.x::strcam. 

The !lo\\' patkrns, pn~jcctcd on a rckrcncc grid, were 
recorded on \'ideo and digitised on a computer. To bring out 
details, these images were cnhanccll by using traditional 
imngc processing techniques, such as contrast stretching, 
pseudo-coloring, rlitcring and contouring. Thus, enabling 
the determination or the location of the center or each disc 
edge \"Orlc;.; 

The c:-.:pcrimcnt covers a range of:-.:=:-.:/R values bctwee11 
! and 4 in increments of O.S. J.'or more details the reader is 
rckrn.::d to table .1. 

Table 3: Details of the cwerimcnt 19 

fl~ () 15 ~F' 0.2,1 

Rotor ;-;peed 2 I I 0 RI'M 2 I Ill Rl'lvl 
Tip ;-;peed 100 m/:-; 100 m/s 
Thrust coclf (). ()()(i4 II OOM 

DensitY 1.200 kg/m' II 'J7 kg/m' 

Note that the disc angle of attack is unkno\\·Jl J(x both 
adYancc ratios, hm\evc:r since this nnglc: \\·i!J he small t~)r 

both cases. it is sci equal to zero!~)!- the \·critication. 

:i.2 Disc edge vortc:;.,: lateral location 

The lateral location Y.: of both disc edge vortices is shown in 
J'igure 8 for f!~O.I5 and in Jigure 9 for ~=0.23. From these 
figures one can see that the predicted location correlates 
satisfact01y with the test data. This is especially true for the 
predicted location of the asymptotes for both disc edge 
vortices, \vhich means that the calculated circulation 
distribution must be a reasonable approximation t~x the 
actual circulntion distribution. 

Note the part of both curves, inside the rotor disc. The 
progress of the rolling up process of both vortices is slightly 
to high, instead of tdlowing Kaden's solution to points 
inside the rotor disc, the Yorticc.s \Vill follow its trailing edge 
till the solution lies outsid(.:; the rotor. 
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/' 
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Figure 8: Disc edge vortex lateral location, 1J=O.lS 
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Experiment [8]: 
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Figure 9: Oisc edge Yortl\\ lateral location, p.=0.23 

l'ru11l both ligures it enn be seen that lhc retreating disc edge 
Yortc'\ n.)Jis up much l~lstc.r than the ad\'<mcing. one. The 
distances behind the rotor where the disc edge \'orlices arc 
!'Ull) l(mlH.XL C\.pre;-;:.;cd as number ol' rotor rndii, nrc 



approximately: 

eadv= 26.34 
eretr= 5.27 

J.l=O.!S 

eariv= 9.36 
erctr= 2.86 

The rather large difference between the distances needed for 
the advancing and retreating side disc edge vortex to roll up, 
is explained by the fact that the circulation is higher on the 
retreating side. Note that these numbers also show that the 
disc edge vm1ices will have a negligible influence on the tail 
rotor and tail sections for advance ratios J.120.15. More 
experimental data is therefore needed to verify the model for 
lower advance ratios. 

3.3 Disc edge vortex axjallocation 

The axial location z, of both disc edge vortices is shown in 
figure I 0 for J.l=O.IS and in figure II for J.l=(l.23. As for the 
predicted lateral location, the cmTelation with the test data 
is satisfactory. 

I 

z 
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Tip path plane extended 
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Figure 10: Disc edge vortex axial location, ~t=0.15 
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Figure 1 l: Disc edge vortex axial location, J.1=0.23 
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Figure 12: Calculated circulation distribution, Jl=().IS 
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Figure 13: Calculated circulation distribution, ~t=0.23 

In both cases it can be seen that the disc edge vortex on the 
advancing side lies below the retreating disc edge vortex. 
According to Ghee & Elliot, this is evidence l(>r a stronger 
downwash on the advancing side. However, in the present 
model an inflow model is used that assumes just the 
opposite, i.e., downwash is stronger on the retreating side. 

This controversy between inflow models in general and 
experimentally obtained downwash distributions, sec for 
instance Baskin et a!. [I TJ, may be explained by the rolling 
up motion of the wake. In the model, this motion introduces 
an upward velocity component that subtracts from the 
induced velocity. On the retreating side the vortex rolls up 
much faster, apparently causing the resultant velocity to be 
smaller than on the advancing side. 

3.4 Circulation distribution 

In paragraph 3.2 it was shown that the asymptotes of both 
disc edge vortices arc predicted cmTcctly. So although it is 
not possible to verify the calculated circulation distribution 
directly, its slwpc must he approximately concct. 

As can be seen in figure 12 and 13, the higher 
circulation is predicted on the retreating side. This is caused 
by the fact that the rotor is in moment equilibrium, therefore 
blade circulation must he higher on the retreating side than 
on the advancing side. Note that, Prouty ll8J arrived at a 
circulation distribution that was similar in shape, which he 
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used to determine helicopter induced drag. llowever with 
the dilTercnce that the higher circulation was predicted on 
the advancing side. This cannot be true, because in this case 
the rotor is not in equilibrium. Fm·thcnnore, Prouty's 
distribution does not produce the correct asymptotic 
location of the disc edge vortices seen in the present model. 

The rotor is trimmed,i.e., in moment equilibrium. This 
means that the circulation along a blade is higher on the 
retreating side than on the advancing side. 

From Jlgure 12 and 13, ll1r ~=0.15 and ft=0.23 respectively, 
it can be seen that Kaden's approximation of the circulation 
distribution ':vorb; v ... dl until the asymptotes are n:::adwd. 
This means that the approach proposed by Sprcitncr & 
Sacks for the lhed wing case, works just as \Vcll for a 
helicopter rotor. 

3.5 Disc edge vortex geometry 

Figure 14 gives a cross-section of both disc edge vortices at 
3.5R behind the main rotor for p:::::{).J5. Although there is no 
data to veri!\ the actual shape of each disc edge vortex, they 
appear the same ns the vortices encountered hy Cihee & 
F:Iliot, sec llgurc 15. 

-').] ~-~'~,, 

z .)!, 

\(!Ol) ) 

/ 
" Retreating side 

Advancing side 
·03 

Figure 14: Calculated geometr~·, X=-1 and ~t=O.l5 

f~etreating .S1de 

Advancing Skls 

•
• 

. 
. 
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Figure 15: Visualist.~d ~cometQ', data unlmoH:n 191 

J\ strong. York:-< sucks in more air than a weak one. The 
suction nr the retreating side vorte'\ Intis\ thcrcl(lre he 
greater than that or the advancing side Hll"IC:--.. Thercl(m.:: 
less nwss is transported into the <Kivancing vortt;:-;, causing 
it to roll up more Lightl~'· Note that Cihec and Llliot 

contribute this to the fi1ct that the strength of the <H.h"imcing 
side disc edge vortex is higher than that or the retreating 
vortex, hut as discussed before this cannot be the case. 

4 Conclusions 

J\n analytical model has been Uerived to predict the 
location, strength and geometry of the disc edge vortices 
behind a helicopter rotor in lmv speed forward flight. The 
rotor has been rcdctined as an equivalent circular wing, and 
in tum the rolling up motion of its wake has been analysed 
\Vith the help of a fixed wing themy developed by Kaden 
! U j. Important conclusions fl"orn this analysis are: 

The results obtained \Vith the model compare 
reasonably well with the experimental results fh)ln 
Ohee & I 'iliot [9[. Both the lateral and a'iallocation of 
the disc edge vortices are predicted 'vith an accuracy 
acceptable /{)r engineering p1.\rposes. The geometry of 
both vortices could only he compared qualitatively, but 
both their size ami relative proportions seem to be 
correct. However_ more data is needed to veritY the 
model, especially f()r lmvcr advance ratios ~L <0.15. 

The advancing side disc edge vortex lies below the 
rctreati,ng side disc edge vortex, develops slmver and is 
rolled up tighter. This is explained hy the lower 
circulation on the mlvancing side, \Vhich determines 
the rate of the rolling up process and the suction of the 
vortex core. The disc edge vortex on the advancing 
side will therefore grow slmvcr and, since less air is 
transported into it, it will have a smaller si1.c. It will 
thus be located closer to the part or the sheet out of 
which it is lixmed. Though the induced velocities arc 
lower on the mlvancing side, this n·::sults into a lower 
position l()r this vorlc:-.:. 

The fully l(mned advancing side disc edge vorte:-.: IS 

loeutt::d closer to the rotor longitudinal axis of 
symmetry. The positions of-the fully f(xmed \·ortices 
can he related to the center or gravity: or the vorticity' 
distribution inside the undcl(mned sheet. The 
difl~rcnce in the shape oi' the vorticity distribution, 
between the adYancing and retreating sillc, liKrci()!'C 
explnins this asymmetry . 

!\ ll as\mmctrics, discussed above, become smaller 
\\ ith d~cn:asing adva'ncc ,·atio . 

I" he rclatin.:: 1wsi tion or both ,·orticcs can be seen as an 
indical!O!l or do\\"!1\\"ash strt'ng.th. Which will therdhrc 
he hmer on the retreating side than on the advancing 
side. This is a possible explanation l()r the di!Tercncc 
hd\\een calculated induced vdocitics and 
C'\pcrimcntally determined do\\ nwash distributions. 

The author would like to thank the hlctlll) /()r J\ewspace 
Engineering. ol" the De!n { !ni\"t'rsity o!' Technology. l(lr the 
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